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Abstract. The budget of atmospheric secondary or-
ganic aerosol (SOA) is very uncertain, with recent es-
timates suggesting a global source of between 12 and
1820 Tg (SOA) a−1. We used a dataset of aerosol mass spec-
trometer (AMS) observations from 34 different surface lo-
cations to evaluate the GLOMAP global chemical trans-
port model. The standard model simulation (which in-
cluded SOA from monoterpenes only) underpredicted or-
ganic aerosol (OA) observed by the AMS and had little
skill reproducing the variability in the dataset. We simu-
lated SOA formation from biogenic (monoterpenes and iso-
prene), lumped anthropogenic and lumped biomass burn-
ing volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and varied the SOA
yield from each precursor source to produce the best over-
all match between model and observations. We assumed that
SOA is essentially non-volatile and condenses irreversibly
onto existing aerosol. Our best estimate of the SOA source is
140 Tg (SOA) a−1 but with a large uncertainty range which
we estimate to be 50–380 Tg (SOA) a−1. We found the mini-
mum in normalised mean error (NME) between model and
the AMS dataset when we assumed a large SOA source
(100 Tg (SOA) a−1) from sources that spatially matched an-
thropogenic pollution (which we term antropogenically con-
trolled SOA). We used organic carbon observations com-
piled by Bahadur et al. (2009) to evaluate our estimated SOA
sources. We found that the model with a large anthropogenic
SOA source was the most consistent with these observa-
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tions, however improvement over the model with a large bio-
genic SOA source (250 Tg (SOA) a−1) was small. We used
a dataset of14C observations from rural locations to evalu-
ate our estimated SOA sources. We estimated a maximum of
10 Tg (SOA) a−1 (10 %) of the anthropogenically controlled
SOA source could be from fossil (urban/industrial) sources.
We suggest that an additional anthropogenic source is most
likely due to an anthropogenic pollution enhancement of
SOA formation from biogenic VOCs. Such an anthropogeni-
cally controlled SOA source would result in substantial cli-
mate forcing. We estimated a global mean aerosol direct ef-
fect of −0.26± 0.15 Wm−2 and indirect (cloud albedo) ef-
fect of −0.6+0.24

−0.14 Wm−2 from anthropogenically controlled
SOA. The biogenic and biomass SOA sources are not well
constrained with this analysis due to the limited number of
OA observations in regions and periods strongly impacted
by these sources. To further improve the constraints by this
method, additional OA observations are needed in the tropics
and the Southern Hemisphere.

1 Introduction

Organic aerosol (OA) contributes about 50 % of dry tropo-
spheric submicron aerosol mass (Putaud et al., 2004; Mur-
phy et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2007) with important impacts
on climate (Forster et al., 2007) and air quality. OA sources
can be split into primary organic aerosol (POA) that is emit-
ted directly to the atmosphere as particles, and secondary or-
ganic aerosol (SOA) that forms in the atmosphere from gas-
to-particle conversion. The global budget of SOA is very
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uncertain. Recent top-down estimates, based either on the
mass balance of volatile organic carbon (VOC) or on scaling
of the sulfate budget, suggest a global source ranging from
120–1820 Tg (SOA) a−1 (Goldstein and Galbally, 2007, Hal-
lquist et al., 2009)1. Meanwhile atmospheric models typ-
ically use bottom-up estimates which combine emission in-
ventories for VOCs with laboratory based SOA yields to give
a global SOA formation of 12–70 Tg (SOA) a−1 (Kanakidou
et al., 2005). The current uncertainty in the global SOA
source (12–1820 Tg (SOA) a−1) is therefore very substantial.

In addition to the total budget of SOA being highly uncer-
tain, the relative contributions from anthropogenic, biogenic,
and biomass burning sources are also poorly constrained.
Regional and global atmospheric models using “traditional”
SOA parameterizations (those developed until 2006) formed
SOA mostly from biogenic VOCs and typically showed large
SOA underestimations in polluted regions (e.g. Heald et al.,
2005; Volkamer et al., 2006; Hodzic et al., 2010a) but not
for clean biogenic regions (Tunved et al., 2006; Chen et al.,
2009; Hodzic et al., 2009; Slowik et al., 2010). Recently, for-
mation of SOA from additional sources has been included in
models. Several box (Dzepina et al., 2009), regional (Hodzic
et al., 2010a; Tsimpidi et al., 2010) and global (Pye and Sein-
feld, 2010) modelling studies have explored enhanced forma-
tion of SOA from semivolatile and intermediate volatility or-
ganic compounds (S/IVOC), which are SOA precursors emit-
ted by anthropogenic and biomass burning sources (Robin-
son et al., 2007). These studies reported that such precur-
sors may be an important and previously neglected regional
and global SOA source. However, there is still substantial
uncertainty in the concentrations, reaction rates, and SOA
yields of S/IVOC precursors. Some new parameterizations of
SOA formation from anthropogenic VOCs (Lane et al., 2008;
Tsimpidi et al., 2010) result in very high mass yields (e.g.
∼100 % for toluene after∼3 days, Dzepina et al., 2010), but
are not yet fully supported by laboratory data. SOA formed
from biomass burning precursors is gaining attention as a po-
tentially important source, although both field (Capes et al.,
2008; Yokelson et al., 2009; DeCarlo et al., 2010) and lab-
oratory (Grieshop et al., 2009) studies appear to show high
variability in the net addition (or sometimes loss) of OA mass
due to SOA formation and POA aging from this source. In
cloud formation of SOA may be an additional source of SOA
(e.g., Carlton et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2007; Tan et al., 2010).

At the global scale, modelling studies using traditional
SOA models predict that the formation of SOA from
biogenic sources greatly exceeds that from anthropogenic
sources (Tsigaridis et al., 2006; Tsigaridis and Kanakidou,
2007; Heald et al., 2008; Henze et al., 2008), while newer
models predict a larger share for anthropogenic SOA (Farina
et al., 2010, Pye and Seinfeld, 2010). The importance of bio-

1We assume a conversion factor of 2 Tg (SOA)/Tg (C) over
space and time scales relevant to global models (Turpin and Lim,
2001; Aiken et al., 2008).

genic SOA appears to be consistent with the large fraction
of non-fossil carbon detected in ambient OA (e.g., Hodzic et
al., 2010b). Even in polluted regions, where concentrations
of OA are enhanced, substantial fractions of non-fossil car-
bon are detected (e.g., Schichtel et al., 2008) leading to the
suggestion that biogenic SOA formation may be enhanced
by anthropogenic pollution (de Gouw et al., 2005; Weber et
al., 2007; Goldstein et al., 2009; Hoyle et al., 2011; Worton
et al., 2011). Potential mechanisms for such enhanced for-
mation include higher aerosol acidity (e.g. Jang et al., 2002;
Surratt et al., 2010, Froyd et al., 2010), NOx levels (Chan et
al., 2010; Ng et al., 2007b, 2008) and speciation (e.g. Chan
et al., 2010), enhanced pollution-related OA and oxidant lev-
els (Tsigaridis and Kanakidou, 2007), and oxidant speciation
(e.g. Ng et al., 2008). A recent study predicted a factor of
2 enhancement of biogenic SOA by pollution in the US, due
primarily to increased NOx concentrations that enhance bio-
genic VOC oxidation, and through anthropogenic POA act-
ing as a medium for adsorption of condensable species of
biogenic origin (Carlton et al., 2010). Not all of the observed
non-fossil carbon is due to biogenic SOA, however, as im-
portant contributions also arise due to biomass burning, bio-
fuel use, and of non-fossil urban OA sources (Hodzic et al.,
2010b; Hildemann et al., 1994).

In this paper we use a global aerosol microphysics model
and a global dataset of OA observations from the aerosol
mass spectrometer (AMS) to produce a new top-down es-
timate of the global SOA budget. We simulated OA us-
ing a 3-D global chemical transport model (Sect. 2.1) and
tested the model response to a range of different SOA sources
(Sect. 2.2). We used AMS observations (Sect. 2.3) to eval-
uate these model simulations. We ran multiple model simu-
lations with different SOA sources (Sect. 3.1). To estimate
the SOA sources that resulted in the best match between
the model and AMS observations we made linear interpo-
lations between the OA simulated by the global model runs
(Sect. 3.2 and 3.3). We tested the SOA sources estimated
with this method in the global model (Sect. 3.4) and evalu-
ated against the AMS dataset and independent observations
from Bahadur et al. (2009) (Sect. 3.5). Finally to help fur-
ther understand the different sources of SOA we evaluated
against14C radiocarbon observations (Sect. 3.8).

2 Methods

2.1 GLOMAP global aerosol model

We used the Global Model of Aerosol Processes (GLOMAP)
(Spracklen et al., 2005a, b) which is an extension of the
TOMCAT 3-D global chemical transport model (Chipper-
field, 2006). We used the modal version of the model
(GLOMAP-mode) where the aerosol size distribution is
treated using a two-moment modal scheme (Manktelow et
al., 2007; Mann et al., 2010). We simulated sulfate, sea-salt,
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elemental carbon, POA and SOA as distinct aerosol com-
ponents and simulated the aerosol size distribution with 5
modes: hygroscopic nucleation, Aitken, accumulation and
coarse modes plus a non-hygroscopic Aitken mode. We do
not treat dust, ammonium or nitrate aerosol. The model
was run for the year 2000 using a horizontal resolution of
∼2.8◦

×2.8◦ and with 31 vertical levels between the surface
and 10 hPa.

The model described in Mann et al. (2010) only includes
SOA from monoterpenes. For this study we implemented a
new SOA scheme in the model. We included SOA forma-
tion from 4 VOC classes: monoterpenes, isoprene, lumped
anthropogenic VOCs (VOCA) and lumped biomass burning
VOCs (VOCBB).

Throughout the paper we term the SOA that is linked to
anthropogenic activity as “anthropogically controlled” to un-
derscore the fact that it could represent any source with a
spatial pattern similar to that of anthropogenic CO emissions
which may include the following (a) SOA formed directly
from oxidation of anthropogenic VOCs, (b) IVOCs,(c) en-
hancement of biogenic SOA production due to anthropogenic
pollution, (d) meat cooking, (e) wood smoke emissions that
are not in standard emission inventories. We use14C data in
an attempt to differentiate contemporary from fossil sources
as described below. However, our analysis method provides
little mechanistic information that can help determine the
dominant formation pathway.

In a set of sensitivity simulations we allowed POA to con-
vert directly to SOA with a half life which we set at between
1 and 8 days. Much of this POA aging is thought to occur
via the gas-phase (Robinson et al., 2007) and thus the pro-
cessed material can be correctly referred to as SOA. Some
of the POA may be oxidized heterogeneously in the parti-
cle phase, especially at very long aging times (George and
Abbatt, 2010), and would more correctly be referred to as
oxidized POA.

Emissions of POA from fossil fuel (3.2 Tg (OA) a−1), bio-
fuel (9.1 Tg (OA) a−1) and wildfire (34.7 Tg (OA) a−1) are
from the AEROCOM inventory (Dentener et al., 2006).
This inventory bases carbonaceous combustion aerosol emis-
sions from wildfire on the Global Fire Emission Database
(GFED) (van der Werf et al., 2004) and carbonaceous com-
bustion aerosol emissions from fossil fuel and biofuel burn-
ing on the Speciated Particulate Emissions Wizard (SPEW)
(Bond et al., 2004). Emissions of monoterpenes and iso-
prene were taken from the Global Emissions Inventory Ac-
tivity (GEIA), based on Guenther et al. (1995). For emis-
sions of VOCA and VOCBB we scaled gridded CO emis-
sions from the IIASA (International Institute for Applied
Systems Analysis) dataset (Dentener et al., 2005). This
scaling is supported by the very frequently observed pro-
portionality of SOA formation to CO in polluted regions
(e.g., de Gouw et al., 2008; Dzepina et al., 2009; de
Gouw and Jimenez, 2009; DeCarlo et al., 2010). CO
emissions from anthropogenic activity (470.5 Tg (CO) a−1)
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 (c) VOCA
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  (d) VOCBB
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Fig. 1. Simulated annual mean surface concentrations of
(a) monoterpene,(b) isoprene,(c) anthropogenic VOC (VOCA),
(d) biomass burning VOC (VOCBB).

and biomass burning (507.5 Tg (CO) a−1) were scaled using
VOC/CO mass ratios of 0.29 g/g and 0.10 g/g respectively so
as to reproduce the global sum of VOC emissions from the
Emissions Database for Atmospheric Research (EDGAR)
for anthropogenic (127 Tg (VOC) a−1) and biomass burning
(49 Tg (VOC) a−1) sources.

We included reactions of monoterpenes and isoprene with
OH, O3 and NO3, and reactions of VOCA and VOCBB with
OH (Table 1). We assumed these reactions form a surrogate
oxidation product that can condense into the particle phase.
The reaction rate of VOCA with OH is based on field ob-
servations (de Gouw et al., 2008; DeCarlo et al., 2010) and
results in SOA production on timescales of 1 day or more.
Slower SOA formation processes (e.g., those from second or
higher oxidation pathways) which will not lead to distinct
spatial patterns in OOA concentrations will be more difficult
to constrain with our method. For the reactions of VOCA
and VOCBB we tested the sensitivity to changes in the reac-
tion rate. Concentrations of oxidants were specified using 6-
hourly monthly mean 3-D gridded concentration fields from
a TOMCAT simulation with detailed tropospheric chemistry
(Arnold et al., 2005). Figure 1 shows simulated surface con-
centrations of the different VOCs.

Condensable gas-phase species (including VOC oxidation
products and H2SO4) are allowed to condense on all aerosol
modes. In all simulations we assume an SOA/OC mass ratio
of 2.0. We assumed the above reactions form a surrogate ox-
idation product that condenses kinetically, and irreversibly,
as SOA with negligible vapour pressure onto pre-existing
aerosol. Although fresh SOA is known to be semivolatile
(Odum et al., 1996; Cappa and Jimenez, 2010), it has been
recently shown that aged SOA has low volatility (Jimenez et
al., 2009; Cappa and Jimenez, 2010) and may form a highly
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Table 1. Reactions of VOCs: anthropogenic (VOCA), biomass
burning (VOCBB) and biogenic (isoprene andα-pinene; VOCB) to
produce an assumed condensable product (SOAg) with yield (y1 to
y10). The reaction rate of Reactions (7–10) were scaled by a linear
factor (r7 through r10).

Reaction Rate constant

1 α−pinene + OH→ y1. SOAg 1.2×10−11 exp (444/T )
2 α−pinene + O3 → y2. SOAg 1.01×10−15 exp (−732/T )
3 α−pinene + NO3 → y3. SOAg 1.19×10−12 exp (490/T )
4 isoprene + OH→ y4. SOAg 2.7×10−11 exp (390/T )
5 isoprene + O3 → y5. SOAg 1×10−14 exp (−1995/T )
6 isoprene + NO3 → y6. SOAg 3.15×10−12 exp (−450/T )
7 VOCA + OH → y7. SOAg 5×10−12

× r7 (*)
8 VOCBB + OH → y8. SOAg 5×10−12

× r8
9 VOCB + VOCA → y9. SOAg + VOCA 5×10−16

× r9
10 VOCB + SO2 → y10. SOAg + SO2 1×10−14

× r10

(*): this estimated rate is based on the summaries of field observations by de Gouw et

al. (2008) and DeCarlo et al. (2010).

viscous glassy state (Virtanen et al., 2010; Cappa and Wilson,
2010; Vaden et al., 2011), which is likely to be most relevant
to the time and length scales of our global modelling study.
Recently, Riipinen et al. (2011) examined particle formation
events to show that roughly half of freshly-formed condens-
ing organic vapours appears to be effectively non-volatile.
Additionally, we have previously shown that kinetic uptake
of SOA onto pre-existing aerosol allows the model to simu-
late the growth of newly formed particles in the 3 to 100 nm
size range (Spracklen et al., 2006, 2008a). But we note that
volatility is a further free parameter in the model that should
be investigated in the future.

We do not include an OA source from the oceans (e.g.,
Spracklen et al., 2008b) because the size distribution of the
source is not well known and it is not clear what fraction
of this source is primary as opposed to secondary. Oceanic
isoprene emissions are thought to be<1 % of the terrestrial
source (Arnold et al., 2009) while the monoterpene source is
very uncertain (Yassa et al., 2008). Since the concentrations
of OA arising from the marine source are generally low in
comparison to continental regions (Spracklen et al., 2008b;
Lapina et al., 2011) and since the majority of the AMS ob-
servations used here are from continental locations this is un-
likely to be an issue in our analysis.

2.2 SOA simulations

We conducted a set of annual simulations (detailed in Ta-
ble 2) where we varied the sources of SOA. We assume
that the spatial pattern of VOC and POA emissions are cor-
rect. In each set of simulations that are described below, the
source of SOA from the VOC precursors was varied by al-
tering the yield (y1 to y10) of the reactions in Table 1. The
source of SOA from ageing of POA was altered by chang-
ing the lifetime of conversion of POA to SOA. The upper
limit for each source was chosen where an increase in the

source degraded the comparison with the AMS observations
that are described in the following section. In the first set of
model experiments (simulations 1–5) we varied the SOA for-
mation from monoterpenes (0–246 Tg (SOA) a−1) and iso-
prene (0–52 Tg (SOA) a−1). The standard model (Mann et
al., 2010, simulation 1) only includes SOA from monoter-
penes. In the second set of experiments (simulations 6–7)
we included SOA formation from biomass burning VOCs
(0–212 Tg (SOA) a−1). In the third set of experiments (sim-
ulations 8-10) we included SOA from ageing of POA (0–
39.5 Tg (SOA) a−1). In the fourth set of experiments (sim-
ulations 11–24, reaction 7) we included SOA from anthro-
pogenic VOCs (0–117 Tg (SOA) a−1). In a final set of ex-
periments we tested a number of potential mechanisms un-
der which formation of SOA from biogenic VOCs could be
enhanced by anthropogenic pollution. We altered the SOA
yield from monoterpenes separately with OH, O3 and NO3
(simulations 25–27), included SO2 catalysed formation of
SOA from isoprene and monoterpenes (simulations 28–29,
as a representation of acid-catalysed biogenic SOA forma-
tion) and included VOCA catalysed formation of SOA from
isoprene and monoterpenes (simulations 30–33, as a repre-
sentation of biogenic SOA enhancement by anthropogenic
pollutants with similar emission pattern as anthropogenic CO
and lifetime similar to our assumed VOCA).

2.3 AMS observations

We compared GLOMAP against a dataset of OA measure-
ments from the AMS. The AMS has been described in de-
tail previously (Canagaratna et al., 2007), and provides fast
on-line submicron non-refractory (NR) aerosol composition.
NR is operationally defined based on evaporation under a few
seconds under the AMS conditions (600◦C, high vacuum)
and in practice includes organic species and most inorganic
salts and excludes black carbon, mineral dust, and sea salt.
Factor analysis of AMS spectra allows the identification of
OA components, principally hydrocarbon-like OA (HOA, a
surrogate for combustion POA, and here also including pri-
mary biomass burning OA, P-BBOA) and oxygenated OA
(OOA, a surrogate for SOA from all sources). Based on
many recent observations (e.g. Zhang et al., 2005; Lanz et
al., 2007; Dzepina et al., 2009; Aiken et al., 2008, 2009), we
assumed that simulated POA (including that from biomass
burning) is equivalent to observed HOA and that simulated
SOA (and including SOA formed from oxidised POA where
this was treated in the model) is equivalent to observed OOA.
The identification of different OA components is useful for
our analysis of SOA sources as we discuss in Sect. 3.2.

We supplemented the dataset of AMS observations com-
piled by Zhang et al. (2007) with 10 more recent observa-
tions (Table 3) giving a total of 47 average observations from
34 separate locations. Each observation is typically the av-
erage of∼1 month of continuously sampled data at ground
locations. The majority of our observations are near sea-level
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Table 2. Summary statistics for the evaluation of simulated sulfate, OA, HOA and OOA against AMS observations. Comparison at AMS
locations classified as remote (see Sect. 2.3) given in parenthesis. The SOA source from monoterpenes (SM), isoprene (SI), anthropogenic
VOC (SA), biomass burning VOC (SBB) and from oxidation of POA to SOA (SP), are detailed for each simulation.

# SOA yield (y),
reaction rate
(r), and POA
half-life (τp)a

Global SOA sourceb/ Tg (SOA) a−1 Summary statisticsc

SM SI SA SBB SP NMB/ NME/ RMSE/ R2

% %
µg m−3

Comparison against observed sulfate

1 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 18
(10)

66 (65) 3.0
(3.0)

0.36
(0.26)

Comparison against observed OA

1 y1–3 = 26 % 32.3 0. 0. 0. 0. −68
(−51)

74 (67) 5.1(2.3) 0.27
(0.12)

3 y1–3 = 198 % 246. 0. 0 0 0. 8
(67)

96
(146)

5.9(5.3) 0.12
(0.05)

33 Optimised
yields

6.5 6.5 100. 3. 23. −12
(28)

54
(53)

3.9(2.0) 0.31
(0.43)

34 Optimised
yields

195 6.5 10. 3. 23. −3
(49)

85
(125)

5.4(4.4) 0.14
(0.08)

Comparison against observed OOA

1 y1–3 = 26 % 32.3 0. 0. 0. 0. −85
(−80)

87
(87)

4.3(2.7) 0.00
(0.02)

2 y1–3 = 130 % 161.5 0. 0. 0. 0. −24
(−3)

94
(125)

4.3(3.7) 0.00
(0.02)

3 y1–3 = 198 % 246.0 0. 0. 0. 0. 16
(48)

118
(160)

5.3(5.2) 0.00
(0.02)

4 y1–3 = 26 %,
y4–6 = 6 %

32.3 26.2 0. 0. 0. −77
(−70)

85 (91) 4.3(2.7) 0.00
(0.02)

5 y1–3 = 26 %,
y4–6 = 12 %

32.3 52.4 0. 0. 0. −68
(−59)

85 (96) 4.3(2.7) 0.00
(0.02)

6 y1–3 = 26 %,
y4–6 = 6 %,
y8 = 90 %

32.3 26.2 0.0 42.3 0. −71
(−61)

81 (85) 4.0(2.6) 0.03
(0.00)

7 y1–3 = 26 %,
y4–6 = 6 %,
y8 = 180 %

32.3 26.2 0.0 84.6 0. −65
(−51)

82 (88) 3.9(2.6) 0.03
(0.00)

and in the boundary layer (BL). A few observations are from
high-altitude sites which may sample free tropospheric air
for parts of the observation period. We included 4 obser-
vations from aircraft where these extended the geographical
spread of our dataset. For these experiments we report the
average of the BL data. Our dataset has limited information
on the concentrations of OA above the BL. Since recent air-
craft observations (Heald et al., 2006; Dunlea et al., 2009)
do not suggest a major SOA source in the FT this should
not greatly impact our analysis. However, additional infor-
mation on the vertical profile of OA is important in reduc-

ing the uncertainty in the OA budget. Whereas the Zhang
et al. (2007) database was limited to the Northern Hemi-
sphere (NH) extra-tropics (19◦ N to 62◦ N) our new dataset
includes observations both in the Southern Hemisphere and
tropics (19◦ S to 62◦ N) which as we show below, are im-
portant in constraining the global SOA source. Observa-
tions from the AMMA and DABEX fields campaigns sample
air influenced by tropical biomass burning. As in Zhang et
al. (2007) all sites are classified as urban, urban-downwind
or rural/remote. In our dataset 21 of the 47 observations are
classified as rural/remote.

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/12109/2011/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 12109–12136, 2011
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Table 2. Continued.

# SOA yield (y),
reaction rate
(r), and POA
half-life (τp)a

Global SOA sourceb/ Tg (SOA) a−1 Summary statisticsc

SM SI SA SBB SP NMB/ NME/ RMSE/ R2

% %
µg m−3

8 y1–3 = 26 %,
y4–6 = 6 %,
τp = 1 day

32.3 26.2 0. 0. 39.5. −64
(−52)

75
(80)

3.7(2.4) 0.10
(0.00)

9 y1–3 = 16 %,
y4–6 = 6 %,
τp = 2.7 days

32.3 26.2 0. 0. 32.5 −68
(−57)

78 (83) 3.8(2.4) 0.06
(0.00)

10 y1–3 = 26 %,
y4–5 = 6 %,
τp = 8 days

32.3 26.2 0. 0. 19.5 −72
(−63)

81
(86)

4.0(2.5) 0.02
(0.00)

11 y1–3 = 26 %,
y4–6 = 6 %,
y7 = 30 %

32.3 26.2 38. 0. 0. −51
(−40)

67 (77) 3.5(2.1) 0.08
(0.03)

12 y1–3 = 26 %,
y4–6 = 6 %,
y7 = 60 %

32.3 26.2 76. 0. 0. −25
(−10)

59 (63) 3.2(1.9) 0.13
(0.13)

13 y1–3 = 26 %,
y7 = 30 %

32.3 0. 38. 0. 0. −59
(−50)

68 (72) 3.6(2.1) 0.10
(0.09)

14 y1–3 = 26 %,
y7 = 60 %

32.3 0. 76. 0. 0. −33
(−20)

55 (58) 3.2(1.7) 0.16
(0.21)

15 y1–3 = 26 %,
y7 = 90 %

32.3 0. 114. 0. 0. −8
(9)

57 (52) 3.0(1.7) 0.19
(0.29)

16 y7 = 90 % 0.0 0. 114. 0. 0. −23
(−10)

50 (41) 2.9(1.3) 0.25
(0.51)

17 y1–3 = 26 %,
y4–5 = 6 %,
y7 = 30 %,
y8 = 90 %

32.3 26.2 38. 42.3 0. −45
(−30)

64 (73) 3.4(2.1) 0.11
(0.04)

18 y1–3 = 26 %,
y7 = 30 %,
r7 = 10

32.3 0. 38.8 0. 0. −50
(−44)

60
(70)

3.5(2.0) 0.10
(0.10)

2.4 Additional organic carbon observations

As an independent test of our estimated SOA sources we also
compared the model against organic carbon (OC) observa-
tions compiled by Bahadur et al. (2009). This work compiled
ground-based measurements of OC in fine particles (PM2.5,
mass of particulate matter with diameter less than 2.5 µm).
The dataset represents observations from around the world
but is dominated by observations across North America with
substantially fewer observations available from the rest of
the world. In the United States observations were com-
piled from continuous monitoring networks including the
Interagency Monitoring of Protected Visual Environments
(IMPROVE) (Malm et al., 1994), Southeastern Aerosol Re-

search and Characterization Study (SEARCH) (Hansen et al.,
2003), North American Research Strategy for Tropospheric
Ozone (NARSTO), California Regional PM10/PM2.5 Air
Quality Study (CRPAQS) (Chow et al., 2006), New Eng-
land Air Quality Study (NEAQS) and the Speciated Trends
Network (STN) administered by the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (EPA) (available through the Air Quality Sys-
tem, (AQSEPA) data repository). Across Europe obser-
vations were compiled from the European Monitoring and
Evaluation Programme (EMEP) and the Construction, Use
and Delivery of a European Aerosol Database (CREATE).
Observations were also compiled from the peer-reviewed lit-
erature across North America, Europe and Asia.
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Table 2. Continued.

# SOA yield (y),
reaction rate
(r), and POA
half-life (τp)a

Global SOA sourceb/ Tg (SOA) a−1 Summary statisticsc

SM SI SA SBB SP NMB/ NME/ RMSE/ R2

% %
µg m−3

19 y1–3 = 26 %,
y7 = 60 %,
r7 = 10

32.3 0. 77.6 0. 0. −15
(-8)

60
(60)

3.2(1.8) 0.14
(0.20)

20 y1–3 = 26 %,
y7 = 90 %,
r7 = 10

32.3 0. 116. 0. 0. 20
(27)

75
(64)

3.5(2.2) 0.16
(0.25)

21 y1–3 = 26 %,
y7 = 30 %,
r7 = 100

32.3 0. 39. 0. 0. −42
(−40)

61
(69)

3.4(2.0) 0.09
(0.09)

22 y1–3 = 26 %,
y7 = 60 %,
r7 = 100

32.3 0. 78. 0. 0. 1
(1)

71
(64)

3.4(2.0) 0.12
(0.17)

23 y1–3 = 26 %,
y7 = 90 %,
r7 = 100

32.3 0. 117. 0. 0. 44
(42)

93
(78)

4.4(2.7) 0.12
(0.21)

24 y1–2 = 26 %,
y3 = 130 %

104.8 0.0 0. 0. 0. −50
(−36)

85
(105)

4.1(2.9) 0.00
(0.02)

25 y1,3 = 26 %,
y2 = 130 %

44.9 0.0 0. 0. 0. −78
(−71)

85
(89)

4.2(2.7) 0.00
(0.01)

26 y1 = 130 %,
y2–3 = 36 %

53.4 0.0 0. 0. 0. −65
(−55)

83
(96)

4.1(2.7) 0.00
(0.02)

27 y1–y3 = 26 %,
y10 = 130 %,
r10 = 1

39.6 0.0 0. 0. 0. −73
(−70)

81
(88)

4.1(2.6) 0.01
(0.00)

28 y1–y3 = 26 %,
y10 = 130 %,
r10 = 10

63.4 0.0 0. 0. 0. −50
(−44)

80
(97)

4.0(2.9) 0.00
(0.00)

29 y1–3 = 26 %,
y4–6 = 6 %,
r9 = 1,
y9 = 100 %

63 0. 0. 0. −71
(−65)

82
(92)

4.1(2.7) 0.00
(0.02)

Bahadur et al. (2009) describes the measurement tech-
niques in detail. Briefly, particles are collected onto quartz
filters and OC concentrations obtained using the evolved gas
analysis method. The collection of particles by filter can
result in artifacts in reported OC concentrations (Turpin et
al., 2000). Adsorption of gas phase organics onto the filter
can result in positive artifacts of between 15–50 % whereas
volatilization of particulate matter from the filter can lead to
negative artifacts of up to 80 % (see Bahadur et al., 2009).
The minimum detection limit of this method is estimated as
50 ng m−3 and a overall uncertainty of up to 100 % (Bahadur
et al., 2009).

For observations from the IMPROVE network we calcu-
late monthly mean OC concentrations for the year 2000,
which is the year simulated by the model. For all other
sites from the Bahadur et al. (2009) dataset we calculate
a climatological monthly mean OC concentration. We lin-
early interpolated monthly mean model output to the loca-
tion of the observations. Bahadur et al. (2009) do not in-
clude information on the elevation of observation locations.
We therefore use the surface model level for comparison, ex-
cept for IMPROVE where we use information on the eleva-
tion of the sites (available from IMPROVE) and sample the
appropriate model level. This method is most appropriate
for the IMPROVE network which includes many sites in the
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Table 2. Continued.

# SOA yield (y),
reaction rate
(r), and POA
half-life (τp)a

Global SOA sourceb/ Tg (SOA) a−1 Summary statisticsc

SM SI SA SBB SP NMB/ NME/ RMSE/ R2

% %
µg m−3

30 y1–3 = 26 %,
y4–6 = 6 %,
r9 = 10,
y9 = 100 %

99. 0. 0. 0. −32
(−25)

87
(105)

4.0(3.1) 0.02
(0.00)

31 y1–3 = 26 %,
y4–6=6 %,
r9 = 10,
y9 = 50 %

78.3 0. 0. 0. −54
(−48)

80
(96)

3.9(2.7) 0.01
(0.00)

32 y1–3 = 26 %,
y4–6 = 6 %,
r9 = 10;
y9 = 20 %

65.8 0. 0. 0. −68
(−62)

81
(93)

4.0(2.7) 0.00
(0.01)

33 Optimised
yields

6.5 6.5 100. 3. 23. −11
(5)

53
(46)

2.9(1.5) 0.23
(0.37)

34 Optimised
yields

195. 6.5 10. 3. 23. 4
(33)

101
(133)

4.7(4.3) 0.06
(0.01)

Comparison against observed HOA

1 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A −16
(274)

85
(274)

1.4(1.1) 0.27
(0.65)

8 τp= 1 day N/A N/A N/A N/A 39.5 −60
(45)

73 (73) 1.5(0.25) 0.41
(0.71)

9 τp = 2.7 days N/A N/A N/A N/A 32.5 −46
(114)

74
(122)

1.4(0.5) 0.37
(0.70)

10 τp= 8 days N/A N/A N/A N/A 17.5 −31
(190)

78
(194)

1.4(0.8) 0.31
(0.67)

a Reactions specified in Table 1. SOA yields (y1-y10) are defined as the SOA mass formed as a fraction of the emitted VOC mass expressed as a percentage. They are specified

when they are non-zero. In simulations 16-18 POA is aged to SOA assuming a first order rate constant. We specify the half life (τp) of POA with respect to ageing to SOA.
b Conversion factor of 2 Tg (SOA): 1 Tg (C).
c Normalised mean bias (NMB)= 100 %×

∑
(Mi −Oi )/

∑
Oi ; normalised mean error (NME)= 100 %×

∑
|Mi −Oi |/

∑
Oi ; root mean square error (RMSE)

= [1/N
∑

(Mi −Oi )
2]1/2 and correlation coefficient (R2) between model (Mi ) and observations (Oi ) wherei represents a given study in the AMS dataset.

mountainous western United States. Comparison with the
global model is described in Sect. 3.5.

3 Results

3.1 Global model simulations

For each of the global model simulations in Table 2
we spatially and temporally interpolated monthly mean
component-resolved aerosol mass concentrations to the
location and time period of the AMS observations. Table 2
summarises normalised mean bias (NMB), normalised
mean error (NME), root mean square error (RMSE) and

correlation coefficient (r2) between model and observa-
tions. We also make comparisons against a sub-set of
the AMS dataset for those sites that had been identifed
as remote. We do this to ensure that our comparisons
are not biased by urban-scale pollution that is not re-
solved by our relatively coarse resolution global model.
Figure 2 shows sulfate, OA, HOA and OOA observed
by the AMS against the standard version of the global
model (simulation 1, SOA from monoterpenes only). The
model reasonably captures the observed distribution of sul-
fate (NMB= 18 %, NME= 66 %, RMSE= 3.0 µg m−3,
r2

= 0.36) but underpredicts OA (NMB= −68 %,
NME = 74 %, RMSE= 5.1 µg m−3, r2

= 0.27), HOA
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Table 3. Summary of the location, time and duration of the AMS studies, additional to those described in Zhang et al. (2007), that were used
in our analysis. All additional sites were classified as remote.

Dataset name Location Lon. Lat. Elevation Time Period Season Previous publications/
(m) Acknowledgments

OP3 Bukit Atur, Sabah, Malaysia 117.8 5.0 426 06/21/2008–07/24/2008 Wet Hewitt et al. (2010);
Robinson et al. (2011)

AMAZE Near Manaus, Amazon −60.2 −2.6 100 02/07/2008–03/13/2008 Wet Chen et al. (2009);
Pöschl et al. (2010)

Whistler Whistler Peak, BC, Canada −122.9 50.0 2181 04/20/2006–05/17/2006 Summer Sun et al. (2009)
Trinidad Head Trinindad Head, CA, USA −124.1 41.1 107 04/20/2002–05/20/2002 Summer Allan et al. (2004)
Thompson Farm Thompson Farm, NH, USA −70.9 43.1 24 07/09/2005–08/15/2005 Summer Cottrell et al. (2008)
Whiteface Mtn. Whiteface Mountains, NY, USA −73.8 44.4 600 07/09/2002–08/07/2002 Summer F. Drewnick &

K. Demerijan ASRC, UAlbany
VOCALS Southeast Pacific −72.5 −18.9 413 10/14/2008–11/13/2008 Yin-Nan Lee & L. Kleinman,

Brookhaven National Laboratory
AMMA West Africa 2.2 13.5 < 2000 07/17/2008–08/18/2008 Capes et al. (2009)
DABEX West Africa 4.0 13.0 < 2000 01/13/2006–02/03/2006 Capes et al. (2008)
DABEX West Africa −17.0 12.0 < 2000 01/13/2006–02/03/2006 Capes et al. (2008)
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Fig. 2. Scatterplot of simulated (GLOMAP, simulation 1) versus observed (AMS)(a) sulfate, (b) OA, (c) HOA and (d) OOA. Model
includes SOA from monoterpenes (26 % SOA yield, 32.3 Tg (SOA) a−1). Observation locations are classified as urban, urban-downwind
and rural/remote as in Zhang et al. (2007). The 1:1 line (solid), 2:1 lines (dashed) and 10:1 lines (dotted) are indicated. Model-observation
statistics are shown in Table 2. Observational constraints limit identification of HOA at very low concentrations. We assume a lower limit
for HOA of 0.01 µg m−3.

(NMB = −16 %, NME= 85 %, RMSE= 1.4 µg m−3,
r2

= 0.27) and OOA (NMB= −85 %, NME= 87 %,
RMSE= 4.3 µg m−3) concentrations and has no skill in
capturing the spatial or temporal pattern of OOA (r2

= 0.0).
Model underprediction of HOA is driven by an under-

prediction at urban locations, most likely because the
spatial resolution of the global model is too coarse to
resolve urban-scale pollution. The model overpredicts
HOA at remote locations which we discuss below. The
model generally underpredicts both OA (NMB= –51 %)
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and OOA (NMB= –80 %) at remote sites although OOA
concentrations at some remote sites (e.g., Central Amazon
(AMAZE), north-eastern North America (White Face
Mountain, Chebogue Point), West Africa (AMMA)) are
reasonably simulated (within a factor 2).

We completed 5 sets of simulations where we varied the
SOA formation from the 5 different sources as described in
Sect. 2.2. We tested each simulation against observed con-
centrations of OOA using NME, RMSE andr2 as an in-
dicator of model skill. First, we modified the source of
SOA from isoprene and monoterpenes (Fig. 3). Increas-
ing the source of SOA from monoterpenes (simulations 2–
3) or isoprene (simulations 4–5) reduces the model bias but
does not improve model skill. For example, the model sim-
ulation where we increased the SOA yield from monoter-
penes to 130 %, from 26 % in the standard simulation, result-
ing in a global SOA source of 161.5 Tg (SOA) a−1, reduces
the bias (NMB= −24 %) but model skill is not improved
(NME = 94 %, RMSE= 4.3 µg m−3, r2

= 0.0). Further in-
creasing the SOA yield from monoterpenes to 198 %, re-
sulting in a global SOA source of 246 Tg (SOA) a−1, results
in an overprediction of SOA on average across all the sites
(NMB = 16 %) and unimproved model skill (NME= 118 %,
RMSE= 5.3 µg m−3, r2

= 0.0). These simulations sug-
gest that a monoterpene SOA source of∼210 Tg (SOA) a−1

would be sufficient to match the average magnitude of the
AMS observations (i.e., reduce mean model bias to zero),
but would not improve model skill. Similarly, including
SOA from isoprene (assuming an SOA yield of 6 % or 12 %)
reduces the model bias (NMB= −77 % and = −68 % re-
spectively) but does not improve model skill (NME= 85 %,
RMSE= 4.3 µg m−3, r2

= 0.0). These results suggest that an
increase of biogenic SOA alone is unable to explain the spa-
tial and temporal patterns in the global OOA observations
and additional SOA sources with a different spatial and tem-
poral behaviour must exist to explain the observations.

In the second set of experiments (simulations 6–7) we
included an additional SOA source from biomass burn-
ing (Fig. 4), which in the baseline run was set to zero.
Assuming an SOA yield of 90 % from biomass burn-
ing VOCs (simulation 6), resulting in an SOA source
of 42.3 Tg (SOA) a−1, leads to a reduction in model bias
(NMB = −71 %) and improves model skill (NME= 81 %,
RMSE= 4.0 µg m−3, r2

= 0.03). However, further increas-
ing the SOA yield from biomass burning VOCs to 180 %
(simulation 7, 84.6 Tg (SOA) a−1) resulted in no further re-
duction in model error (NME= 82 %, RMSE= 3.9 µg m−3,
r2

= 0.03).
The third set of experiments (simulations 8–10) tests the

effect of an additional source of OOA through oxidation of
POA. At remote sites, where observed HOA concentrations
were below the detection limit, the baseline model overpre-
dicts HOA concentrations (NMB= 274 %). This overpredic-
tion could be due to homogeneous or heterogeneous oxida-
tion of HOA to OOA that is not treated in the baseline simu-

lations, underprediction of HOA removal by wet or dry depo-
sition, or the uncertainty in accurately extracting a small frac-
tion of HOA from AMS spectra dominated by OOA (Zhang
et al., 2007; Ulbrich et al., 2009). Previous studies suggest
an HOA to OOA heterogeneous oxidation timescale of sev-
eral days (Petters et al., 2007; George and Abbatt, 2010).
When we simulate such an ageing by converting POA to
SOA assuming a fixed lifetime, HOA model bias is reduced
at remote sites, with a minimum bias calculated for an ox-
idation timescale of 24 h (simulation 8, NMB= 45 %). In-
cluding this ageing also improves simulated OOA: with a
POA to OOA source of 19.5 Tg (SOA) a−1 (simulation 10)
model bias is reduced (NMB= −72 %) and the model er-
ror is slightly improved (NME= 81 %, RMSE= 4.0 µg m−3,
r2

= 0.02). This is similar to the results using a biomass
burning SOA source of the same magnitude, as most POA
in the model is due to biomass burning emissions. Further
increasing the POA to OOA source to 39.5 Tg (SOA) a−1

(simulation 8) further reduces model error and improves the
correlation coefficient (NME= 75 %, RMSE= 3.7 µg m−3,
r2

= 0.10).
The fourth set of experiments (simulations 11–23) inves-

tigated the effect of including a source of SOA linked to an-
thropogenic CO emissions (“anthropogenically controlled”).
These experiments lead to an improved simulation of OOA.
When we assume an SOA yield of 30 % from anthropogenic
VOCs, resulting in 38 Tg (SOA) a−1 from this source (sim-
ulation 13), the model has reduced bias and improved
model skill (NMB= −59 %, NME= 68 %, RMSE= 3.6 µg
m−3, r2

= 0.1). When the SOA yield from anthropogenic
VOCs is increased to 60 % (76 Tg (SOA) a−1, simulation 14)
model bias is further reduced and mode skill further im-
proved (NMB= −33 %, NME= 55 %, RMSE= 3.2 µg m−3,
r2

= 0.16). Model bias is also reduced at remote sites
(NMB = −20 %) indicating that the improved agreement
against the AMS dataset is not being driven by solely by im-
provement at polluted sites. We tested whether the agreement
between model and observations was sensitive to our as-
sumed reaction rate of VOCA with OH (simulations 18–23).
Increasing this rate of reaction tends to worsen model skill.
For example, when we assume an SOA yield of 60 % (sim-
ulation 14, NME= 55 %, r2

= 0.16), increasing this rate of
reaction (in an otherwise identical model experiment to sim-
ulation 14) by a factor of 10 (simulation 19, NME= 60 %,
r2

= 0.14) and 100 (simulation 22, NME= 71 %,r2
= 0.12).

For the rest of this work we therefore used the standard reac-
tion rate between VOCA and OH (Table 1).

Finally, in the fifth set of experiments (simulations 24–
32) we examined a number of simple mechanisms to pa-
rameterize a possible enhancement of biogenic SOA by an-
thropogenic pollution. We found that there was no im-
provement in model skill when we increased the monoter-
pene SOA yield to 130 % individually for reaction with
NO3 (simulation 24, NME= 85 %, RMSE= 4.1 µg m−3,
r2

= 0.0), O3 (simulation 25, NME= 85 %, RMSE= 4.2 µg
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Fig. 3. As for Fig. 2 but for simulated versus observed OOA for(a) simulation 4: monoterpene (32.3 Tg (SOA) a−1), isoprene
(26.2 Tg (SOA) a−1); (b) simulation 5: monoterpene (32.3 Tg (SOA) a−1), isoprene (52.4 Tg (SOA) a−1); (c) simulation 2: monoterpene
(161.5 Tg (SOA) a−1); (d) simulation 3: monoterpene (246. Tg (SOA) a−1).
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Fig. 4. As for Fig. 3. but for (a) simulation 11: monoterpene (32.3 Tg (SOA) a−1), isoprene (26.2 Tg (SOA) a−1), anthropogenic
VOC (38. Tg (SOA) a−1); (b) simulation 6: monoterpene (32.3 Tg (SOA) a−1), isoprene (26.2 Tg (SOA) a−1), biomass burning
VOC (42.3 Tg (SOA) a−1); (c) simulation 17: monoterpene (32.3 Tg (SOA) a−1), isoprene (26.2 Tg (SOA) a−1) , anthropogenic VOC
(38. Tg (SOA) a−1), biomass burning VOC (42.3 Tg (SOA) a−1); (d) simulation 15: anthropogenic VOC (114. Tg (SOA) a−1).
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Fig. 5. Normalised mean error (NME, %) between SOA simulated by a linear version of the global model and OOA observed by the AMS
as a function of(a) and (c) biogenic (isoprene and monoterpene) and anthropogenically controlled SOA (biomass burning SOA fixed at
36 Tg (SOA) a−1); (b) and(d) biomass burning and anthropogenic controlled SOA (biogenic SOA fixed at 13 Tg (SOA) a−1). In panels(c)
and(d) AMS observations have been weighted to remove bias in the observational dataset as described in Sect. 3.2.

m−3, r2
= 0.0) or OH (simulation 26, NME= 83 %,

RMSE= 4.6 µg m−3, r2
= 0.0). Including a reaction that

represented acid-catalysed production of SOA from biogenic
VOCs (simulations 27–28) results in a slight improvement in
model skill (NME= 80 %, RMSE= 4.0 µg m−3, r2

= 0.0).
Including a reaction that represents anthropogenic pollu-
tion catalysis of biogenic SOA (simulations 29–32) also re-
sults in a slight improvement in model skill (NME= 80 %,
RMSE= 3.9 µg m−3, r2

= 0.01). However, the comparison
between model and observations was substantially poorer
than in simulations where the SOA source was linked directly
to anthropogenic CO emissions. It is important to stress that
we do not suggest that this simple empirical scheme where a
source of SOA is linked to CO emissions describes the mech-
anism behind SOA formation, just that our method is unable
to discriminate between sources which result in similar spa-
tial patterns of SOA concentration.

Of the global model simulations we completed, the
best fit with observations (simulation, 16, NMB= −23 %,
NME = 50 %, RMSE= 2.9 µg m−3, r2

= 0.25) is with an an-
thropogenically controlled SOA source of 114 Tg (SOA) a−1

and no SOA from other sources. The agreement with this
simulation is even better when considering only remote
sites (NMB= −10 %, NME= 41 %, RMSE= 1.3 µg m−3,

r2
= 0.51) demonstrating that the anthropogenically con-

trolled SOA source improves simulated OOA in remote as
well as polluted urban locations. However, without any bio-
genic or biomass SOA sources, the concentrations of OOA
during AMAZE are underpredicted by almost a factor 10. In
the next section we use the global model simulations to opti-
mise the SOA sources.

3.2 Estimation of the global SOA source

We assumed that the optimum SOA source is that which
gives the smallest NME between model and observations.
To estimate this SOA source we make linear interpolations
between the global model simulations in Sect. 3.1. Below
we demonstrate that the SOA simulated by the global model
is linear with respect to SOA sources and that this approach
is vaild. In Sect. 3.4 and 3.5 we test the SOA sources esti-
mated here in the global model to confirm that they improve
simulation of the AMS observations.

We created linear models that recreate the SOA simulated
by the global model as a function of the 5 different SOA
sources described in Sect. 2.2. We created a separate linear
model for each of the 47 AMS observations in our dataset.
We used as input the global model simulations 1–16 (Ta-
ble 2) as these resulted in the best match with the AMS
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Fig. 6. Probability distribution of(a) monoterpenes,(b) isoprene,(c) anthropogenic VOC (VOCA) and(d) biomass burning VOC (VOCBB)

as a function of concentration. The black line shows simulated probability distribution for all global land surface (excluding Antarctica). The
orange line shows simulated distribution at the locations and times of the AMS observations.

observations. We did not use simulations 17–32, where we
explored potential pathways for anthropogenic enhancement
of SOA formation from BVOCs, since they did not match
the AMS observations as well as a simple model of anthro-
pogenic SOA formation. Including all the formation path-
ways tested here would result in too many sources to fit given
the limited availability of AMS data to constrain the solu-
tion. We do not think that this analysis discounts the mecha-
nisms tested in simulations 17–32, however the rates, yields,
or functional dependences may not be well captured by our
simple parameterizations. There are also likely to be addi-
tional mechanisms that are possible that we did not try. This
is a large functional and parameter space, that needs to be
explored further with guidance from laboratory and field ex-
periments. The SOA calculated by each global model simu-
lation was interpolated to the location and time period of the
AMS observation as in Sect. 3.1. At each AMS location we
then calculated a multiple linear fit of the interpolated SOA
(SOA int) simulated by the 16 global simulations as a func-
tion of the 5 different SOA sources: monoterpene (SM), iso-
prene (SI), anthropogenic (SA), biomass burning (SBB) and
ageing of POA (SP) resulting in a linear equation of the form:

SOA int = a×SM +b×SI +c×SA +d ×SBB +e×SP+f,

wherea, b, c, d and e are the regression coefficients and
f is the error term. Each linear equation was then used to
calculate simulated SOA at that location. We ran each of the

47 models over same range of SOA sources simulated by the
global model but at much finer increments in SOA source
and over the full combination of the 5 different sources. For
each combination of the SOA sources we then calculated the
NME between the SOA simulated by the 47 models and the
47 AMS observations.

To evaluate the linear models we ran 6 additional global
model simulations. We compared results from these simula-
tions (which were not used to build the linear models) with
output from the linear models. We found that the linear mod-
els well matched the global model (NME = 0.6 %, NMB = –
0.17 %,r2

= 0.99). Since the system is linear and well be-
haved it is appropriate to use simple linear interpolation to
emulate the behaviour of the global model.

Figure 5a, b shows NME between SOA simulated by the
linear models and OOA observed by the AMS as a function
of SOA source. The NME is calculated across all AMS lo-
cations. The minimum in NME between simulated and ob-
served SOA is 47.5 %. We calculated the optimum SOA
sources as those that resulted in the minimum NME.

Using the method described above gives an op-
timised SOA source of 130 Tg (SOA) a−1, consisting
of 1 Tg (SOA) a−1 from isoprene, 1 Tg (SOA) a−1 from
monoterpenes, 2 Tg (SOA) a−1 from biomass burning,
95 Tg a−1 from anthropogenically controlled SOA and
30 Tg a−1 from POA to OOA conversion. We also es-
timated the SOA sources using observations of OOA
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and total OA. This did not impact our estimated source
greatly: total SOA source was 135 Tg (SOA) a−1, con-
sisting of 1 Tg (SOA) a−1 from isoprene, 1 Tg (SOA) a−1

from monoterpenes, 2 Tg (SOA) a−1 from biomass burning,
100 Tg (SOA) a−1 from anthropogenically controlled SOA
and 30 Tg (SOA) a−1 from POA to OOA conversion.

3.3 Representativeness of AMS dataset

The AMS observations used in our analysis are not equally
distributed around the globe since the majority of observa-
tions were made during the summer in the NH mid-latitudes.
This unequal distribution may introduce a bias into our es-
timated SOA sources. To explore this possibility we tested
how representative the AMS dataset was in terms of the con-
centration probability distribution of the different VOCs in
our SOA scheme. Because coincident AMS and VOC obser-
vations are rarely available we were not able to compare sim-
ulated versus observed VOC concentrations at the AMS loca-
tions. Instead we compared the GLOMAP simulated proba-
bility distribution of VOC concentrations over all continental
locations (excluding Antarctica) against the GLOMAP sim-
ulated probability distribution of VOC concentrations but re-
stricted to the locations and time periods of the AMS obser-
vations. Figure 6 compares these two simulated distributions.

We found that simulated VOC concentrations at the AMS
locations were broadly representative of the global simu-
lated distribution of isoprene and monoterpenes (except that
the highest concentrations of both are underrepresented), but
are skewed to high VOCA and low VOCBB concentrations.
For example, about 35 % of the AMS observations are in
locations where simulated VOCA is between 200–500 pptv,
whereas only about 10 % of the continental grid squares have
this concentration in the global model. This skew to polluted
locations is because the majority of AMS observations have
taken place in the relatively polluted NH mid-latitudes. This
analysis can be used to suggest where future AMS observa-
tions should be prioritised. Locations with VOCA < 20 pptv
and high isoprene, monoterpene or VOCBB in Fig. 1 (e.g.
many locations in the tropical Southern Hemisphere, such as
the Amazon basin, Central Africa, Northern Australia) would
diversify the observation dataset most effectively.

To remove this sampling bias from the AMS dataset we
weighted each AMS observation by the ratio of the frequency
of occurrence in the probability distribution for that loca-
tion and the frequency of occurrence in the global proba-
bility distribution. We did this cumulatively for each VOC.
This particularly increased the weight of AMS observations
at low VOCA concentrations and resulted in the most heav-
ily weighted observations being central Amazon (AMAZE,
weighted by a factor 12) and coastal Chile (VOCALS,
weighted by a factor 7).

We reran our linear equations, but now using the weight-
ing according to the above analysis. Figure 5c and d show the
NME between the model and the weighted dataset. The esti-

mated SOA source using these weighted observations was
140 Tg (SOA) a−1, consisting of 7 Tg (SOA) a−1 from iso-
prene, 6 Tg (SOA) a−1 from monoterpenes, 3 Tg (SOA) a−1

from biomass burning, 100 Tg (SOA) a−1 anthropogenically
controlled SOA and 23 Tg (SOA) a−1 from aged POA.
Weighting the observations therefore does not greatly im-
pact the total estimated SOA source or the source from an-
thropogenic pollution, biomass burning or from aged POA,
but increases the SOA from biogenic sources from 2 to
13 Tg (SOA) a−1. We also estimated the SOA sources us-
ing both observations of OOA and total OA. As before
this did not change the estimated SOA sources greatly:
total SOA source estimated as 145 Tg (SOA) a−1 consist-
ing of from 6 Tg (SOA) a−1 from isoprene, 6 Tg (SOA) a−1

from monoterpenes, 4 Tg (SOA) a−1 from biomass burning,
100 Tg (SOA) a−1 anthropogenically controlled SOA and
31 Tg (SOA) a−1 from aged POA.

Our different methods of estimating the SOA sources de-
scribed in Sects. 3.2 and 3.3 (weighted or unweighted AMS
dataset, using OOA or both OA and OOA observations)
changes the total estimated SOA source by less than 10 %
(range: 130–145 Tg (SOA) a−1). The anthropogenically con-
trolled SOA source we estimate appears to be robust, with
the different approaches changing the estimated source by
less than 5 % (range: 95–100 Tg (SOA) a−1). The biomass
burning source is uncertain but always relatively small in our
analysis (range: 2–4 Tg (SOA) a−1). Both the biogenic SOA
(monoterpenes and isoprene, range: 2–13 Tg (SOA) a−1) and
aged POA sources (23–31 Tg (SOA) a−1) are less well con-
strained due to the limited number of observations that have
been made in air that is both heavily impacted by these
sources and remote enough from anthropogenic pollution so
as the signal from these smaller sources is not swamped.

For the rest of this work we refer to the the best matched
SOA source as that calculated using OOA observed by the
AMS using the weighted dataset. We believe that this is
likely to give the strongest constraint using our method.
However, as we have shown our choice of method does not
greatly impact our global total estimated SOA source.

The anthropogenic controlled SOA source that we es-
timate here is greater than suggested in previous studies.
We discuss this discrepancy further in Sect. 3.7 and 3.8.
We therefore created an alternative set of SOA sources
where we restricted the anthropogenic controlled SOA to
10 Tg (SOA) a−1, roughly in line with some previous esti-
mates (Henze et al., 2008; de Gouw and Jimenez, 2009). To
match the unweighted OOA observations we then increased
the biogenic SOA source from monoterpenes until we re-
moved the model bias. We needed to increase the monoter-
pene SOA source to 195 Tg (SOA) a−1 (total SOA source of
238 Tg (SOA) a−1), to remove model bias. This SOA source
results in substantially greater model error than our best esti-
mate source.
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Fig. 7. Surface annual mean concentrations of SOA simulated in(a) standard model (simulation 1),(b) with enhanced biogenic SOA
(simulation 3) and(c) with best estimate SOA sources (simulation 33). For our best estimate sources the contribution from(d) biogenic SOA
only, (e)biomass SOA and POA ageing, and(e)anthropogenic pollution controlled SOA are shown. The colour scales saturate.
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Fig. 8. As for Fig. 3 for(a) OOA and(b) OA with our best estimate SOA sources (simulation 33) and(c) OOA and(d) OA with best estimate
sources but restricted anthropogenic SOA (simulation 34).
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Fig. 9. Box and whisker plots showing observed (O) and simulated (S) monthly mean organic carbon (OC) aerosol. Panels (a) through
(g) are OC concentrations from Bahadur et al. (2009) (see Sect. 2.4 for details). Observations from the AMS are shown in panels (h)
OOA and (i) OA. The number of separate locations is reported in each panel. Four different model simulations are shown (Table 1) S1:
standard model (monoterpene SOA: 32.3 Tg (SOA) a−1); S3: enhanced biogenic SOA (monoterpene SOA: 246.0 Tg (SOA) a−1); S33: our
best estimate SOA sources (monoterpene: 6.5 Tg (SOA) a−1, isoprene: 6.5 Tg (SOA) a−1, biomass burning: 3 Tg (SOA) a−1, POA to SOA
ageing: 23 Tg (SOA) a−1, anthropogenic controlled SOA: 100 Tg (SOA) a−1); S34 best estimate sources but with restricted anthropogenic
SOA (as S33 but anthropogenic controlled SOA: 10 Tg (SOA) a−1, monoterpene SOA: 195 Tg (SOA) a−1). The average of the monthly
means is shown by the star and the median of the monthly means as a horzontal line. The boxes show 25th and 75th percentiles, whiskers the
5th and 95th percentiles. The normalised mean bias (blue triangle) and normalised mean error (red cross) between model and observations
are plotted against the right hand axis. Open squares above model simulations denote where the model is not significantly different from the
observations at the 99% level (p < 0.01).

3.4 Global simulations with our best estimate
SOA sources

We completed two additional GLOMAP global simulations
using the SOA sources estimated above. The first simula-
tion uses our best estimate of SOA sources and has a SOA
source of 139 Tg (SOA) a−1 with the total source dominated
by anthropogenically controlled SOA (simulation 33). The
second simulation has a SOA source of 238 Tg (SOA) a−1

with the total source dominated by biogenic SOA (simula-
tion 34). In this simulation we limited anthropogenic SOA to
10 Tg (SOA) a−1. We compare these two simulations against
the standard model (simulation 1, 32 Tg (SOA) a−1 from
monoterpenes only) and the simulation with enhanced bio-
genic SOA (simulation 3, 246 Tg (SOA) a−1 from monoter-
penes). All the simulations are detailed in Table 2.

Figure 7(a–c) compares the global distribution of surface
SOA concentrations simulated in the standard model (simu-

lation 1), with substanially increased biogenic SOA (simula-
tion 3) and with our best estimate SOA sources (simulation
33). In the standard model surface annual mean SOA con-
centrations are typically less than 2 µg m−3 with the greatest
concentrations over tropical forest regions. In simulation 3,
SOA concentrations are greatly increased over forested re-
gions being greater than 10 µg m−3 over the Amazon, Congo,
Borneo and SE United States. Annual mean concentrations
over much of the boreal forest regions are around 2 µg m−3.
With our best estimate SOA sources, annual mean surface
SOA concentrations greater than 4 µg m−3 are simulated over
the SE United States, India, China and the biomass burn-
ing regions of western and central Africa. Concentrations
over tropical and boreal forest regions are typically less than
1 µg m−3.

Figure 7(d–f) shows the contribution of the different
SOA sources to surface SOA concentrations for simula-
tion 33. The maximum contribution from biogenic SOA is
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1–2 µg m−3 over parts of the Amazon and Congo. Biomass
burning results in SOA concentrations of 2 µg m−3 over
Africa due to production from biomass burning VOCs and
from POA to SOA conversion. SOA from anthropogenically
controlled SOA sources exceeds 4 µg m−3 in the SE United
States, India and China.

We compared the SOA in these two additional GLOMAP
simulations against AMS-observed OA and OOA (Fig. 8
and Table 2). With our best estimate SOA sources (Fig. 8a
and b) the model better simulated both OA (NMB= −12 %,
NME = 59 %, RMSE= 3.9 µg m−3, r2

= 0.31) and OOA
(NMB = −11 %, NME= 53 %, RMSE= 2.9 µg m−3,
r2

= 0.23) compared to the standard model (simulation
1, OA: NMB= −68 %, NME= 74 %, RMSE= 5.1 µg
m−3, r2

= 0.27; OOA: NMB= −85 %, NME= 87 %,
RMSE= 4.3 µg m−3, r2

= 0.00) or the simulation with
enhanced biogenic SOA formation (simulation 3, OA:
NMB = 8 %, NME= 96 %, RMSE= 5.9 µg m−3, r2

= 0.12;
OOA: NMB = 16 %, NME= 118 %, RMSE= 5.3 µg m−3,
r2

= 0.00). We completed the same analysis against AMS
sites that were classified as rural/remote. Our best esti-
mate SOA sources better simulated OA (NMB= 28 %,
NME = 53 %, RMSE= 2.0 µg m−3, r2

= 0.43) and
OOA (NMB = 5 %, NME= 46 %, RMSE= 1.5 µg m−3,
r2

= 0.37) at these remote sites compared to the standard
model (simulation 1, OA: NMB= −51 %, NME= 67 %,
RMSE= 2.3 µg m−3, r2

= 0.12; OOA: NMB = −80 %,
NME = 87 %, RMSE= 2.7 µg m−3, r2

= 0.02) or the simu-
lation with enhanced biogenic SOA formation (simulation
3, OA: NMB= 67 %, NME= 146 %, RMSE = 5.3 µg
m−3, r2

= 0.05; OOA: NMB= 48 %, NME= 160 %,
RMSE= 5.2 µg m−3, r2

= 0.02). This demonstrates that
the SOA sources we estimate are not biased by AMS
observations made in urban or sub-urban locations. Our
best estimate SOA sources also result in better agreement
with the AMS than when we restricted anthropogeni-
cally controlled SOA to 10 Tg (SOA) a−1 (Fig. 8c and
d, simulation 34, OA: NMB= −3 %, NME= 85 %,
RMSE= 5.4 µg m−3, r2

= 0.14; OOA: NMB= 4 %,
NME = 101 %, RMSE= 4.7 µg m−3, r2

= 0.06). Overall
these comparisons demonstrate that the SOA sources es-
timated in sections 3.2 and 3.3 improve the global model
simulation of OA and OOA.

3.5 Evaluation against additional OC observations

To further evaluate the sources of SOA we tested the simu-
lated aerosol from the global model against OC observations
compiled by Bahadur et al. (2009) (Fig. 9a–g). A descrip-
tion of the observations compiled by this study is given in
Sect. 2.4. Bahadur et al. (2009) do not classify the local con-
ditions for each OC observation so it is not possible to evalu-
ate the model separately against urban, sub-urban and remote
locations as we did for the AMS. We compared four con-
trasting model simulations from Table 2: the standard model

(simulation 1), the simulation with substantially increased
biogenic SOA (simulation 3), the simulation with our best
estimate SOA sources (simulation 33, where a large fraction
of total SOA was found to be anthropogenically controlled
SOA) and the simulation where we restricted anthropogenic
SOA to 10 Tg (SOA) a−1 (simulation 34). We also included
a comparison against OA and OOA observed by the AMS
(Fig. 9h–i, discussed previously in Sect. 3.4).

A number of the datasets compiled by Bahadur et
al. (2009) report OC concentrations across North America
(Fig. 9a–d, g). Of these datasets the IMPROVE network has
the lowest mean and median observed concentrations (being
a factor 3-5 lower than the other datasets from North Amer-
ica) possibly reflecting the spatial distribution of the IM-
PROVE sites which are located away from polluted locations
(Malm et al., 2004). Average OC concentrations observed
across Asia (Fig. 9f) are substantially greater than those ob-
served over Europe (Fig. 9e) and North America. Sampling
in Asia may be biased to urban and sub-urban sites, which
may partly explain the much greater OC concentrations ob-
served there.

The standard model (simulation 1) underpredicts the OC
observations compiled by Bahadur et al. (NMB varies from
−52 % to−92 %) confirming the low bias against AMS ob-
servations (Sect. 3.1). For each dataset we use a t-test to de-
termine if the simulated and observed mean concentrations
are significantly different. We find that the mean OC simu-
lated by the standard model is significantly different at the
99 percent level (p < 0.01) to mean OC from all the datasets
compiled by Bahadur et al. (2009). We also show that mean
OA and mean OOA simulated by the standard model is sig-
nificantly different at the 99 percent level (p < 0.01) to mean
OA and OOA observed by the AMS.

The simulation with a substantially increased biogenic
SOA source (simulation 3, 246 Tg (SOA) a−1 from monoter-
penes) typically has less of an low bias. Model bias
against AMS OOA (NMB = 16 %) and OA (NMB = 8 %)
is relatively small as shown previously (Sect. 3.4). Across
North America the model still underpredicts OC ob-
served by AQSEPA, NARSTO, CRPAQS, and NEAQS
(NMB = −24 % to −55 %) but has a high bias against
SEARCH (NMB = 116 %) and IMPROVE (NMB = 25 %).
Mean OC concentrations across Europe (NMB=−63 %) and
Asia (NMB = −85 %) are still underpredicted in this simula-
tion. As we showed previously in Sect. 3.4 whilst the NMB
against AMS observations is reduced with this simulation,
the NME is greater than in the standard model. This sim-
ulation also results in increased NME against OC observa-
tions from SEARCH (NME = 49 % compared to NME = 7 %
in the standard model) and IMPROVE (NME = 2 % versus
NME = 68 % in the standard model) networks whilst model
error against the other OC datasets is reduced. Simulated
mean concentrations are significantly different from the ob-
servations (at the 99 percent level,p < 0.01) for all datasets
except OA and OOA observed by the AMS.
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The simulation with our best estimate SOA sources (sim-
ulation 33) has lower model bias than the standard simu-
lation for all the OC datasets from Bahadur et al. (2009).
Mean OC concentrations are still underpredicted across Eu-
rope (NMB = −66 %) and Asia (NMB =−79 %). Across
North America the model has relatively little bias against
IMPROVE (NMB = −12 %) and SEARCH (NMB =−3 %)
networks but is low biased against the other datasets (NMB
vary from −48 % to−63 %). Model error (both NME and
RMSE) is consistently lower for this simulation than simu-
lations 1 and 3 although for some datasets the reduction in
model error is small (e.g., for Asia). The mean concentra-
tion of OC for this simulation is significantly different from
the observations (at the 99 percent level,p < 0.01) for all
datasets except SEARCH, IMPROVE and for OA and OOA
observed by the AMS. The simulation where we resticted an-
thropogenic controlled SOA to 10 Tg (SOA) a−1 (simulation
34) has consistently larger model error than our best estimate
SOA sources (simulation 33).

Overall, the model with our best estimate SOA sources
is the most consistent against the OC observations compiled
by Bahadur et al. (2009). The remaining low bias aganist
these OC observations may indicate that OC concentrations
in the model are too low, either through missing OC sources
or that deposition of OC is too fast. Alternatively, it is possi-
ble that some of the OC datasets from Bahadur et al. (2009)
are biased high by sampling near urban sources and there-
fore may not represent regional concentrations. Bahadur et
al. (2009) analyse the observations as a function of local pop-
ulation density and show the paucity of OC observations that
have been made in non-urban Asian and European sites. Ad-
ditional analysis is required to further explore this issue po-
tentially using higher resolution regional or global models.

3.6 Uncertainty in estimated SOA sources

Our estimated SOA sources are uncertain due to errors in OA
and OOA observed by the AMS, OA aerosol lifetime sim-
ulated by the global model and the vertical profile of OA
simulated by the global model. Here we discuss and es-
timate the uncertainty arising due to each of these factors.
We estimated an AMS observation uncertainty of±25 %
(Canagaratna et al., 2007). Our method relies on the sim-
ulated aerosol lifetime in the atmosphere being accurately
represented by the model. The AEROCOM multi-model
OA lifetime (mean± standard deviation) is 6.54 days± 27 %
(Textor et al., 2006) and is well matched by the lifetime in
GLOMAP (6.1 days, Mann et al., 2010). We assumed that
this standard deviation in AEROCOM multi-model lifetime
is representative of the uncertainty in simulated aerosol life-
time although we acknowledge that the real uncertainty could
be greater than that indicated by the model diversity. The
simulated vertical profile of OA is not well constrained due
to a limited number of AMS observations above the BL. We
estimated that uncertainty in the vertical profile introduces a

±50 % uncertainty in our optimised SOA budget. The mag-
nitude of monoterpene and isoprene emissions are uncertain
(e.g., Arneth et al., 2008). However, in this work we evalu-
ate against OA observations so uncertainty in the magnitude
of VOC emission does not directly impact the uncertainty
in our estimated SOA source. We assumed that SOA was
non-volatile (see Sect. 2.1). It is difficult to assess the un-
certainty this introduces into our estimate and needs to be
explored in future work. To give an estimate of total uncer-
atinty we combined the errors we have quantified above in
quadrature. This gave an overall estimated error in our to-
tal SOA source of±62 %. Our best estimate SOA source
is therefore 140± 90 Tg (SOA) a−1. When we restrict an-
thropogenic SOA to 10 Tg (SOA) a−1 our total SOA source
is estimated as 240± 140 Tg (SOA) a−1. Combining the un-
certainty range from these two simulations gives us a range
in global SOA source of 50–380 Tg (SOA) a−1. We recog-
nise that calculating the true level of uncertainty is difficult
and that additional sources of uncertainty may be present that
are not accounted for here.

3.7 Discussion of our estimated SOA sources

Our best estimate SOA source is 140± 90 Tg (SOA) a−1.
When we restrict anthropogenically controlled SOA to
10 Tg (SOA) a−1 our best estimate total SOA source is in-
creased to 240± 140 Tg (SOA) a−1. These estimates are
about a factor 2–3 greater than the upper end of bottom-
up estimates used in global model studies (e.g., 12–
70 Tg (SOA) a−1, Kanakidou et al., 2005) and at the lower
end of recent top-down estimates (280–1820 Tg (SOA) a−1:
Goldstein and Galbally, 2007; 50–420 Tg (SOA) a−1, Hal-
lquist et al., 2009). Our simulated global burden of SOA
using our estimated SOA sources (140 Tg (SOA) a−1) is
1.84 Tg SOA, more than a factor 2 greater than recent global
model studies (e.g., 0.81 Tg SOA; Henze et al., 2008).

We also attempted to estimate the source resolved SOA
budget. Our estimated SOA source from ageing of POA
(23 Tg (SOA) a−1) is within the range (10–66 Tg (SOA) a−1)

from Hallquist et al. (2009) and is greater than that directly
from biomass burning which is consistent with recent field
observations (Cubison et al., 2011). Our estimated biogenic
SOA source (13 Tg (SOA) a−1) is at the lower end of pre-
vious estimates, being 1–2 orders-of-magnitude lower than
the range of estimates from Goldstein and Galbally (2007)
although within the very broad range (0–360 Tg (SOA) a−1)

from Hallquist et al. (2009). Assuming the biogenic VOC
emissions we assume are correct, our biogenic SOA source
of 13 Tg (SOA) a−1 implies an SOA yield from isoprene plus
monoterpenes of∼2 %. Restricting anthropogenic SOA to
10 Tg (SOA) a−1 increased the biogenic SOA source to∼

200 Tg (SOA) a−1 implying an SOA yield of∼30 % from
biogenic VOCs (including isoprene).

Our estimated anthropogenically controlled SOA source
(100 Tg (SOA) a−1) is above the upper end of the range
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Fig. 10. Comparison of modelled (simulation 33, S33) and observed (O)(a) total carbon aerosol (left hand of panel for sites classified as
urban, sub-urban and valley; right hand of panel for sites classified as rural),(b) fraction of total carbon aerosol that is non-fossil for rural
sites when we assume that 20 % (S33(20 %)) and 92 % (S33(92 %)) of anthropogenically controlled SOA is non-fossil.

(4–24 Tg (SOA) a−1) suggested by Hallquist et al. (2009) and
also above the estimate of 13.5 Tg (SOA) a−1 from de Gouw
and Jimenez (2009). This source is also substantially more
than that used or predicted by previous global model studies
(e.g., Tsigaridis et al., 2006; Heald et al., 2008; Henze et al.,
2008, Farina et al., 2010). The origin of such a large anthro-
pogenically controlled SOA source is unclear. It is not con-
sistent with current understanding of SOA formation from
anthropogenic VOCs as it would require an average SOA
yield of ∼80 % from anthropogenic VOCs. Whilst high SOA
yields (in the order of 30–40 %) have been observed in lab-
oratory studies under certain conditions for species such as
for toluene and benzene (Ng et al., 2007a; Hildebrandt et
al., 2009), this yield is substantially larger than expected for
the majority of anthropogenic VOCs. Recent studies predict
that primary anthropogenic emissions of S/IVOCs can pro-
duce substantial quantities of SOA (Pye and Seinfeld, 2010,
Jathar et al., 2011). The EDGAR inventory, from which we
obtain global emissions of anthropogenic VOCs, does not in-
clude emissions of S/IVOCs and this could potentially ex-
plain some of our anthropogenically controlled SOA. To fur-
ther examine the fraction of SOA that can be attributed to
anthropogenic VOCs, in the next section we analyse radio-
carbon data.

3.8 Radiocarbon observations

We used radiocarbon data to evaluate our estimated SOA
sources. Measurements of the radiocarbon14C:12C ratio in
ambient aerosol have been used to estimate the fraction of
total carbon aerosol that is modern (non-fossil). Such analy-
sis shows that a large fraction (typically 80–100 %) of OC in
rural regions of the SE United States is non-fossil (Bench et
al., 2007; Weber et al., 2007; Ding et al., 2008).

We supplemented the14C dataset compiled by Hodzic
et al. (2010b) with additional observations from Bench et
al. (2007). Mass concentrations of total carbon aerosol re-
ported in our combined14C dataset (mean 7.9 µgC m−3,

median 4.9 µgC m−3) are greater than total carbon aerosol
observed by IMPROVE (year 2000 mean 1.65 µgC m−3,
median 1.22 µgC m−3) or OA observed by AMS (mean
2.1 µgC m−3, median 1.5 µgC m−3). This may be due to
the 14C dataset being biased to locations and/or periods of
high OC concentrations, perhaps due to the need for high
amounts of OA for successful14C analysis, especially with
older instrumentation (Schichtel et al., 2008). Both the
standard (simulation 1) and model with our best estimate
SOA sources model (simulation 33) underpredicted total car-
bon aerosol reported by this database (NMB= −85 % and
NMB = −72 % respectively).

The location of the14C observations are classified as ur-
ban, sub-urban, valley and rural. We compare simulated and
observed total carbon aerosol separately for polluted (urban,
sub-urban, valley) and more remote (rural) sites (Fig. 10a).
The coarse spatial resolution of the global model is un-
likely to resolve urban, sub-urban or valley scale pollution
and the model underpredicts total observed carbon at these
locations. When restricted to remote sites, the standard
model (simulation 1) underpredicted total carbon aerosol
mass (NMB= −58 %) whereas the model with best esti-
mate SOA sources (simulation 33) was in good agreement
(NMB = −4 %).

We therefore restricted our comparison of14C data to re-
mote sites where the global model with our best estimate
SOA sources was able to well simulate total carbon mass
concentrations. The14C database has a mean non-fossil frac-
tion of 65 % across all sites and 84 % when restricted to sites
that are classified as remote. We note that some of the val-
ues in the dataset may overestimate non-fossil carbon by 0–
10 %, depending on the mix of non-fossil sources, due to not
accounting for the higher14C from wood combustion (Szidat
et al., 2009). However, this uncertainty is small compared to
the discrepancy between observed and simulated non-fossil
carbon that we report below. We calculated the non-fossil
fraction simulated using our estimated SOA sources. We
assumed that 20 % of anthropogenically controlled SOA is
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Fig. 11.Zonal mean distribution of(a) POA and(b) estimated SOA
sources: biomass burning (BB-SOA); anthropogenically controlled
biogenic SOA (AC-BSOA). Sources of SOA estimated in this work
(solid lines) are plotted for comparison against sources estimated by
de Gouw and Jimenez (2009) (dotted lines). POA emissions in the
two studies are identical.

non-fossil, as our best estimate for urban pollution sources
(Hildemann et al., 1994; Hodzic et al., 2010b). With this
assumption we simulated an average non-fossil fraction at
remote sites of 25 % (NMB= −71 %) (Fig. 10b), underpre-
dicting non-fossil carbon (NMB= −67 %) and overpredict-
ing fossil-carbon (NMB= 271 %).

We then varied the fraction of our estimated anthropogeni-
cally controlled SOA source that was assumed to be non-
fossil so as to match the14C data at remote sites. When
we assumed that 92 % of anthropogenically controlled SOA
was non-fossil, the simulated mean non-fossil fraction of to-
tal carbon aerosol at remote sites was 73 %, close to the ob-
served value (NMB= −13 %). This suggests that at most
10 % (∼10 Tg (SOA) a−1) of the anthropogenically con-
trolled SOA is from fossil sources (e.g., anthropogenic VOCs
or IVOCs). In the rest of the paper we define this 10 % of
the anthropogenically controlled SOA as Urban SOA, in line
with de Gouw and Jimenez (2009). Our estimate is broadly
consistent with previous estimates: 6–34 Tg (SOA) a−1 (Hal-
lquist et al., 2009) and 2–12 Tg (SOA) a−1 (Henze et al.,
2008) from anthropogenic VOCs and with the urban SOA
source of 13.5 Tg (SOA) a−1 estimated by de Gouw and
Jimenez (2009).

The majority of our anthropogenically controlled SOA
source (∼90 %, 90 Tg (SOA) a−1) is therefore likely to come
from non-fossil sources of carbon. It is possible that a frac-
tion of this source could arise from an underestimated impact
of biomass burning in the mid latitudes, however this appears
unlikely to explain a significant fraction of the source. Previ-
ous studies have suggested a role for anthropogenic pollution

in the enhancement of SOA formation from biogenic VOCs
(de Gouw et al., 2005; Weber et al., 2007; Goldstein et al.,
2009; Hoyle et al., 2011; Worton et al., 2011), and the re-
cent modelling study of Carlton et al. (2010) suggests that
pollution enhances biogenic SOA formation over the US by
a factor of 2. Our analysis suggests that this enhancement
could be even larger. Additionally, much of the effect that
causes the enhancement in the Carlton et al. study (such as
higher oxidants in polluted regions) are already included in
our standard model. Therefore if a substantial fraction of our
inferred anthropogenically controlled SOA is arising from
biogenic VOC, the enhancement of SOA yield due to pol-
lution may be greater than currently understood. If this SOA
source is from biogenic VOCs then the net SOA yield from
monoterpenes plus isoprene is∼16 %.

Figure 11 shows the zonal distribution of our estimated
OA sources compared to those estimated by de Gouw and
Jimenez (2009). Our total OA source (both primary and
secondary) is 164 Tg (OA) a−1, with a total SOA source of
140 Tg (SOA) a−1 (including oxidation of POA to SOA) or
117 Tg (SOA) a−1 (excluding oxidation of POA). This com-
pares to a total SOA source of 45 Tg (SOA) a−1 estimated by
de Gouw and Jimenez (2009). Our total SOA source is larger
due to the larger anthropogenic controlled SOA source that
was not included in de Gouw and Jimenez (2009). Our esti-
mated urban SOA source is similar to that of de Gouw and
Jimenez (2009). We estimate a substantial source of SOA
from oxidation of POA (23± 15 Tg (SOA) a−1), that is not
shown in Fig. 11 as it is included in the POA source.

3.9 Estimation of aerosol forcing due to anthropogeni-
cally controlled SOA

The presence of a large anthropogenic SOA source may have
an important impact on climate and radiative forcing. Sub-
stantial uncertainties in the magnitude and mechanism of
this source means it is currently impossible to accurately
quantify the radiative effect. Here we estimate an order of
magnitude radiative effect to give an idea of the potential
importance for climate. We estimate both the aerosol di-
rect effect (ADE) and the cloud albedo (first) aerosol indi-
rect effect (AIE) through comparing model simulations with
and without out estiamted anthropogenically controlled SOA
source. We estimate an uncertainty in the radiative effect
of the anthropogenically controlled SOA source using the
error estimates discussed in Sect. 3.7 which gives an up-
per (160 Tg (SOA) a−1) and lower (40 Tg (SOA) a−1) limit
of our source estimate.

To estimate the ADE we used the anthropogenically con-
trolled SOA burden simulated by GLOMAP along with the
AeroCom multi-model mean OA burden (0.66 Tg) and multi-
model mean ADE (−0.13 Wm−2). The GLOMAP simulated
burden of anthropogenically controlled SOA (1.3± 0.8 Tg)
results in an estimated ADE of−0.26± 0.15 Wm−2. This
estimation assumes that the optical properties and spatial
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Fig. 12. Annual mean net (long wave and short wave) top of at-
mosphere cloud albedo radiative forcing (RF) due to anthropogenic
pollution controlled SOA for a cloud updraft velocity of 0.4 m s−1.

distribution of the anthropogenic SOA are identical to that
of OA within the AeroCom models. More sophisticated es-
timates of the ADE from anthropogenically-controlled SOA
are now required.

To calculate the AIE we first calculated the cloud drop
number concentrations (CDNC) with (perturbed) and with-
out (baseline) anthropogenically controlled SOA. Both the
baseline and perturbed runs included all other aerosol sources
treated in this study. We calculated CDNC using the simu-
lated aerosol size distribution and a mechanistic parameteri-
zation of cloud drop formation (Nenes and Seinfeld, 2003).
We have shown previously that this method produces realistic
CDNC (Merikanto et al., 2010). We calculated cloud albedo
using the off-line version of the Edwards and Slingo (1996)
radiative transfer model together with monthly mean clima-
tological cloud fields and surface albedo (averaged over the
period 1983–2005) from the International Satellite Cloud
Climatology (ISCCP) (Rossow and Schiffer, 1999). The
model uses 9 bands in the longwave and 6 bands in the short-
wave and a delta-Eddington 2 stream scattering solver at all
wavelengths. In our climatology, the clouds were added to
three unique vertical levels, corresponding to low and middle
and high clouds. Water vapour, temperature and ozone data
are based on European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasting reanalysis data (see Rap et al., 2010 for details).
For the unperturbed and perturbed runs, cloud effective drop
radiusre (in µm) for low and mid level water clouds was
calculated from the GLOMAP CDNC (in cm−3) and ISCCP
derived liquid water paths (LWP, in g m−2), using the Bower
et al. (1994) parameterisation, namely:

re= 100×[LWP/(1z)×3/(4π ×CDNC)]1/3,

where1z is the cloud thickness, which in our climatology
is roughly 1400 m and 2900 m for low and middle clouds,
respectively. Only water clouds were modified.
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Fig. 13. Comparison of the global budget of SOA calculated here
with previous work (we convert the OA source from Heald et
al. (2010) into an SOA source assuming a 2:1 OA:OC conversion
and the POA emissions used in this study).

The cloud albedo AIE at the top of the atmosphere
was then calculated by comparing the cloud albedo calcu-
lated with anthropogenically controlled SOA compared to
the cloud albedo calculated without anthropogenically con-
trolled SOA.

Figure 12 shows the AIE due to our anthropogenically
controlled SOA source. We calculate a global annual mean
AIE of −0.6+0.24

−0.14 Wm−2. Our calculated AIE is substantial
compared with the IPCC value of−0.7± 0.4 Wm−2, which
does not include SOA.

There is considerable uncertainty in our estimate of the
potential radiative effect due to anthropogenically controlled
SOA, due to uncertainty in the mass budget and the opti-
cal and cloud nucleating properties of the aerosol. There is
also considerable uncertainty due to the volatility distribu-
tion of the SOA which controls where in the aerosol size dis-
tribution the material will condense (Riipinen et al., 2011).
We have assumed essentially non-volatile SOA which likely
provides an upper limit for the contribution of the material
to CCN concentrations and leads to a substantial and neg-
ative AIE. If the material was partially semi-volatile, con-
densation on larger particles would be enhanced resulting in
reduction in nanoparticle growth rates and an enhancement
of the condensational sink which would suppress nucleation.
This would suppress and potentially reverse the enhance-
ment to CCN and CDNC and hence lead to a smaller neg-
ative or even positive AIE. This can be seen in the study of
Arneth et al. (2010) who calculated that SOA (largely from
biogenic sources) contributes a global mean all-sky ADE of
−0.08 Wm−2 but a positive AIE of 0.3 Wm−2. Future work
is needed to explore uncertainties in the volatility and con-
tribution of SOA to particle growth rates and the interaction
with BL particle formation (Spracklen et al., 2008a) both of
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which may greatly impact the contribution to the formation
of CCN and the AIE.

4 Conclusions

We have used a global dataset of organic aerosol (OA)
and oxygenated organic aerosol (OOA) observed by the
aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS) to evaluate the GLOMAP
global aerosol model. The dataset includes observations
from 47 field campaigns at 34 different locations. The
standard GLOMAP model (Mann et al., 2010) which
has SOA from monoterpenes only (32 Tg (SOA) a−1), un-
derpredicts OA (normalised mean bias (NMB)=−68 %)
and OOA (NMB = −85 %) observed by the AMS and
has little skill simulating the variability in the dataset
(OA, normalised mean error (NME) = 74 %, root mean
square error (RMSE) = 5.1 µg m−3; OOA, NME = 87 %,
RMSE = 4.3 µg m−3). When we restricted the analysis to
remote (excluding urban and suburban) sites model under-
prediction (OA, NMB =−51 %; OOA, NMB=−80 %) and
lack of model skill (OA, NME = 67 %, RMSE=2.3 µg m−3;
OOA, NME = 87 %, RMSE = 2.7 µg m−3) remained, demon-
strating that model bias is not driven by underprediction of
urban scale aerosol plumes.

We ran multiple GLOMAP simulations varying the sec-
ondary organic aerosol (SOA) source from 5 different
sources: monoterpenes, isoprene, lumped anthropogenic and
lumped biomass burning volatle organic compounds (VOCs)
and from ageing of primary OA to SOA. Our aim was to es-
timate the global SOA source that would result in the best
match with the AMS dataset. We did not attempt a for-
mal model inversion. Instead we made linear interpolations
between the OA and OOA from our global model simula-
tions and used these to estimate the SOA sources that re-
sulted in a minimum in NME against OA and OOA ob-
served by the AMS. We then used the SOA sources es-
timated by this analysis within the 3D global model and
re-evaluated the model against the AMS dataset. Using
this method our best estimate of the global SOA source
was 140 Tg (SOA) a−1, but with a large uncertainty range
which we estimate to be 50–380 Tg (SOA) a−1. Apply-
ing the best estimate SOA source in the global model im-
proved the simulation of OA and OOA both when calculated
across all AMS sites (OA, NMB =−12 %, NME = 54 %,
RMSE = 3.9 µgvm−3; OOA, NMB = −11 %, NME = 53 %,
RMSE = 2.9 µg m−3) and when resticted to remote sites (OA,
NMB = 28 %, NME = 53 %, RMSE = 2.0 µg m−3; OOA,
NMB = 5 %, NME = 46 %, RMSE = 1.5 µg m−3).

We used organic carbon (OC) observations from across
North America, Europe and Asia compiled by Bahadur et
al. (2009) to further evaluate SOA sources in our model. The
standard model is biased low against all the different datasets
from this compilation confirming the low model bias agan-
ist the AMS. Our best estimate SOA source reduced the low

model bias and was the most consistent simulation (lowest
NME and RMSE) compared with this dataset. All the model
simulations are biased low against the Bahadur et al. (2009)
observations from Europe and Asia, although it is not clear
to what extent this is driven by OC observations in these con-
tinents being made largely in urban and sub-urban regions.

Our estimated SOA source is a factor of 2–3 greater than
bottom-up estimates but at the lower end of some previ-
ous top-down studies (Fig. 13). Our best estimate of the
global OA source (including primary organic aerosol) is
164 Tg (OA) a−1. This estimate is within the uncertainty
range of a recent top-down estimate of the OA budget using
satellite observations of aerosol optical depth and a global
model (Heald et al., 2010) which suggested an OA source of
300± 240 Tg (OA) a−1 (assuming a 2:1 OA:organic carbon
(OC) conversion).

We found that increasing the source of biogenic SOA re-
duced the bias between the model and the AMS dataset but
did not reduce the model error (as quantified by NME and
RMSE). The best match (smallest NME) occured when we
assumed a large source (100 Tg (SOA) a−1) of SOA from
a VOC precursor with emissions that spatially matched an-
thropogenic CO emissions. We refer to this SOA as anthro-
pogenically controlled to underline that it may come from
a variety of different sources that would have emission pat-
terns similar to anthropogenic CO emissions. Such sources,
which have been previously suggested in the literature, in-
clude (a) SOA formed directly from oxidation of anthro-
pogenic VOCs (e.g., Henze et al., 2008), (b) semivolatile and
intermediate volatility organic compounds (S/IVOCs, Robin-
son et al., 2007), (c) enhancement of biogenic SOA produc-
tion due to anthropogenic pollution (e.g., de Gouw et al.,
2005; Weber et al., 2007), (d) meat cooking, or (e) wood
smoke emissions. The model with a large anthropogenically
controlled SOA source was also the most consistent of our
simulations when compared against the Bahadur et al. (2009)
dataset, although in many cases model improvement (com-
pared to a large biogenic SOA source) was slight.

Our best estimate of the other SOA sources are
13 Tg (SOA) a−1 from biogenic sources (isoprene and
monoterpenes), 3 Tg (SOA) a−1 from biomass burning and
23 Tg (SOA) a−1 from conversion of POA (which are mostly
from biomass burning sources). Our estimated anthropogeni-
cally controlled SOA source results in a larger SOA source
in the Northern Hemisphere mid-latitudes than in previous
studies. In our model SOA accounts for 85 % of total OA
sources when we include ageing of primary to secondary OA
and 71 % when we do not.

We used14C (radiocarbon) observations to help charac-
terise a potential anthropogenic controlled SOA source. We
restrict our analysis to radiocarbon observations made at re-
mote sites where the global model is able to capture the ob-
served total carbon concentrations. However, we note that
the majority of radiocarbon observations have been made in
urban or sub-urban locations and we suggest that additional
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radiocarbon observations are required at remote sites. As-
suming that the origin of carbon is from fossil sources, as
would be the case for a substantial contribution to SOA from
anthropogenic VOCs or S/IVOCs, is inconsistent with mea-
sured fractions of non-fossil carbon in OA in remote regions.
To match the non-fossil fraction calculated from14C obser-
vations we estimate that a maximum of∼10 Tg (SOA) a−1

can be formed directly from fossil sources. The majority of
an anthropogenically controlled SOA source must therefore
come from a carbon source with a non-fossil origin. Such
sources include anthropogenic pollution enhancement of bio-
genic SOA, meat cooking and biomass burning.

A number of previous studies have suggested that SOA
formation from biogenic VOCs may be enhanced by anthro-
pogenic pollution (e.g., de Gouw et al., 2005; Weber et al.,
2007; Goldstein et al., 2009; Hoyle et al.,, 2011; Worton et
al., 2011). Carlton et al. (2010) use the terms “controllable”
and “non-controllable” to classify SOA from biogenic VOCs,
and suggests that about1/2 of the SOA from biogenic VOCs
is controllable. Our work suggests that the controllable frac-
tion of SOA may be even larger, but says nothing about the
mechanism and therefore gives little guidance to policy ef-
forts that might be aimed at reducing SOA. Future process
studies in the field and the laboratory are needed to further
explore anthropogenic SOA formation processes.

We calculate an order of magnitude estimate of the radia-
tive effect due to our estimated anthropogenic SOA source.
Substantial uncertainties exist in our estimate due to un-
certainty in the anthropogenic SOA budget, the optical and
cloud nucleating properties of the anthropogenic SOA and
the volatility distribution of the SOA which controls where in
the aerosol size distribution the material will condense (Riip-
inen et al., 2011). We estimate that an anthropogenically con-
trolled SOA source of the magnitude suggested here results
in an aerosol direct effect of−0.26± 0.15 Wm−2 and a cloud
albedo aerosol indirect effect of−0.6+0.24

−0.14 Wm−2. Our cal-
culated cloud albedo radiative effect is substantial compared
to the aerosol indirect effect from all anthropogenic aerosol
of −0.7± 0.4 Wm−2 calculated by the IPCC (Forster et al.,
2007), but which did not include SOA. Future studies using
different models are now needed to confirm these estimates.

In this study we assumed SOA had negligible vapour pres-
sure and condenses irreversibly onto pre-exisiting aerosol.
This is consistent with recent observations that suggest that
aged SOA has low volatility (e.g., Jimenez et al., 2009;
Cappa and Jimenez, 2010; Vaden et al., 2011; Riipinen et
al., 2011). However, future studies need to explore the sen-
sitivity of the calculated SOA budget due to uncertainties in
volatility.

The AMS database used in this analysis is spatially lim-
ited, lacks information on the seasonal cycle at most loca-
tions and has very limited information on the vertical OA
profile. We have shown that the location of observations in
the database is representative of biogenic VOC concentra-
tions over land, but it is biased to regions of higher anthro-

pogenic pollution. We attempt to account for this bias in sam-
pling by differentially weighting the AMS observations and
find that it does not greatly alter our global total SOA source.
However, this does limit our ability to estimate the magni-
tude of different SOA sources and we stress that in particular,
the biogenic and biomass burning sources are less well con-
strained because of limited observations in air masses that
are strongly impacted by these sources. To enable tighter
constraints from analysis with the methods presented here,
requires bringing together additional OA and OC observa-
tions particularly from regions that have small influence from
anthropogenic pollution and large influence from biogenic
and/or biomass burning sources, such as in the tropics, par-
ticularly Amazonia, Central Africa, Northern Australia, the
Southern Hemisphere and remote boreal forest locations.
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